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Abstract
We present an approach for optimizing programs that uncovers additional opportunities for optimization of a statement by predicating the statement. In this paper predication algorithms for achieving partial dead code elimination
(PDE) are presented. The process of predication embeds a
statement in a control ow structure such that the statement is executed only if the execution follows a path along
which the value computed by the statement is live. The
control ow restructuring performed to achieve predication
is expressed through slicing transformations. This approach
achieves PDE that is not realizable by existing algorithms.
We prove that our algorithm never increases the operation
count along any path, and that for acyclic code all partially
dead statements are eliminated. The slicing transformation
that achieves predication introduces into the program additional conditional branches. These branches are eliminated
in a branch deletion step based upon code duplication. We
also show how PDE can be used by acyclic schedulers for
VLIW processors to reduce critical path lengths along frequently executed paths.
Keywords: partial dead code elimination, program slicing,
program restructuring, path-sensitive optimization.

1 Introduction
We present a novel program transformation that predicates
the execution of statements for improving the quality of
generated code. The predication of a statement is a process that embeds the statement in a control ow graph to
reduce the number of paths along which the statement executes, thus optimizing the program. In this paper we use
predication for carrying out partial dead code elimination
(PDE). An assignment is partially dead if there is a path
from the assignment statement to the end of the program
along which the value computed by the assignment is not
used. PDE through predication is achieved by embedding
a partially dead statement in a predicate ow graph which
ensures that the execution of the assignment is triggered at
run time only if the program follows a path along which the
value computed by the statement is live. The control ow
restructuring required by the above optimization is achieved
through slicing transformations.
The algorithm we present ensures that predication does
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not increase the operation count along any path as a result
of PDE. Existing PDE techniques based upon code-motion
reduce deadness by sinking partially dead statements to program points such that the number of paths along which
the value computed by the statement is dead is reduced
[2, 8, 13, 17]. Predication improves upon these existing algorithms because it is able to achieve PDE of code statements
that are not sinkable. For acyclic graphs our approach generates code containing no partially dead code, which is a
result that existing PDE algorithms cannot achieve. If a
partially dead statement is nested inside a loop, existing
techniques can only achieve PDE if sinking of the statement
to the point following the loop is possible. Our approach can
reduce deadness even if this sinking is not possible. PDE is
an important optimization for VLIW architectures in which
critical path lengths along frequently executed paths can be
reduced through PDE [9, 10]. We show how our PDE optimization can improve e ectiveness of hyperblock schedulers
[6, 16] by moving operations that are dead on the dominant
path o the scheduling region.
Insertion of the predicate ow graph into the program
control ow graph introduces into some paths additional assignments and conditional branches. The assignment statements in the predicate graph are hoisted from other parts of
the program under their original execution conditions and
thus do not increase the operation count along any path.
To ensure that the number of conditional branches that are
executed along any path through the program remains the
same, the predication of statements is followed by a conditional branch deletion phase. The branches introduced
during the predication of a statement are copies of later
branches and hence correlated to those branches. They
can be eliminated through code duplication and control ow
graph restructuring techniques [1, 15].
We are aware of four existing algorithms for PDE. Knoop,
Ruthing, and Ste en [13] present an optimal PDE algorithm
based on sinking partially dead assignments closer to their
uses. Their algorithm can eliminate all partial deadness that
can be removed without changing the branching structure
of the program. Briggs and Cooper [2] develop an algorithm for removing partial redundancies. Their algorithm
may remove some partially dead code as well but some execution paths may be impaired by sinking partially dead
assignments into loops. Feigen et al. [8] describe an algorithm that modi es program branching structure by moving
a partially dead assignment to the point of the use together
with the statements that guarantee preservation of the original program semantics. The algorithm has several serious
restrictions. For example, it cannot move statements out of
loops or across loops. There is some similarity between their
and our approach to a more aggressive PDE optimization.
While they wrap the partially dead assignment into its exe-
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Figure 1: PDE through statement predication.
cution condition and move it to the point of the use, we leave
the assignment in place but embed it into the execution condition that characterizes the paths along which the assignment is live. Finally, Ste en [17] describes a PDE algorithm
based on code restructuring that is capable of eliminating
all partially dead statements, at the cost of introducing nondeterminism into the program. Nondeterministic branches
are introduced even when acyclic programs are optimized.
Since the program must be executed with backtracking, it
may impair many execution paths.
Next, we brie y illustrate the e ectiveness of our approach through an example. In Figure 1(a), the statement
x:=y*z is partially dead since the value of x computed by
the statement is never used if P2 is false. This deadness
cannot be eliminated through code sinking techniques (the
code-restructuring algorithm in [8] can handle this particular
case). As shown in Figure 1(b), by predicating the execution of x:=y*z with P2, PDE can be achieved. In order to
ensure that the value of predicate P2 is available before the
statement, we also hoist the statement P2:=b<0. As shown
in Figure 1(c), the conditional branch introduced by predication can be eliminated by restructuring the ow graph. In
this graph, the operation count along each execution path
has been minimized.
From the above example it should be clear that the objective of predication is to construct a ow graph structure
into which a statement can be embedded to eliminate partial
deadness in the statement. In the remainder of this paper we
develop algorithms for PDE in acyclic code, PDE in cyclic
code, and present the application of our PDE algorithm to
VLIW acyclic schedulers.

SSA property is achieved by renaming each original program
variable x to a unique variable xi at each static de nition
of x, and by introducing a -assignment xk := (xi; xj ) at
control ow merge nodes that are reached by de nitions of
distinct variables xi and xj .
We use the SSA form because it eliminates all outputand anti-dependences, which allows us to freely reorder statements during the slicing transformations that achieve PDE.
All -assignments are eventually eliminated in our algorithm
without increasing the original operation count along any
path in G. Since -assignments exist in the program only
temporarily, they are not the target of PDE. Consequently,
the live and dead conditions of each de nition are computed
transitively across a sequence of -assignments, as given by
the following recursive de nition. A variable x is used along
path p if it appears along p in the right-hand side of either
a non--assignment or a -assignment whose left-hand side
variable is used along path p. For the purposes of our algorithm, referencing a variable in a -assignment thus does
not constitute a use. A de nition node d is live (dead) along
path p from d to end if the value computed by d is used (is
not used) along p. A de nition d is de nitely live (dead) if
it is live (dead) along each path through d.
In this section we rst present the slicing transformation
upon which the PDE algorithm is based. Next, we derive
important properties of our algorithm. Finally, we describe
an implementation of the PDE algorithm and analyze its
complexity.

2.1 Slicing Transformations
The PDE algorithm eliminates partial deadness of a single
assignment node d at a time. First, we identify a multientry, multi-exit region that characterizes the usage pattern
of the value computed by d. This region is called the use
region and has the following properties: 1) d is one of the
region entries, 2) the value computed by d is not used in the
region, and 3) the value computed by d is either de nitely
live or de nitely dead at each exit. PDE is achieved through
a slicing transformation of the use region.

2 PDE in Acyclic Code
In this section we present the algorithm for applying PDE
to acyclic code segments. Our algorithms operate upon a
control ow graph G = (N;E; start; end) of the program in
the static single assignment (SSA) form [4]. In this form,
a) each program variable has a single de nition and b) each
use of a variable is reached by exactly one de nition. The
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Figure 2: PDE optimization through slicing transformation.

De nition1. Let d be a node with an assignment to variable x. The use region of d, denoted U (d), is a multi-entry

ow graph (PFG), that captures execution conditions under which the assignment is de nitely live. The embedding
ensures that the assignment is triggered only when the control is going to follow a live path. The PFG is computed
through slicing [19] of the use region. The backward slice of
a program with respect to an edge is the set of statements
that determine whether the edge is executed.

multi-exit region of the program control ow graph with the
following entry and exit edges:







(d;v) is a main entry edge to U (d). We assume that
there is a single main entry edge and that d 6= v.
(u; v) is a live frontier exit edge from U (d) if 1) there is
a path from d to u without a use of x, 2) x is de nitely
live at v, and 3) there is a path from u along which x
is dead.
(u; v) is a dead frontier exit edge from U (d) if 1) there is
a path from d to u without a use of x, 2) x is de nitely
dead at v, and 3) there is a path from u along which
x is live.
(u; v) is a side entry edge to U (d) if 1) each path from
d to u contains a frontier exit edge of d and 2) there
is a path from d to v along which there is no frontier
exit edge of d.

De nition2. Let d be an assignment node and U (d) its
use region. The backward slice of U (d) with respect to its
live and dead frontier exit edges is called predicate ow
graph of d, denoted as PFG(d). 2
Typically, the slice is computed with respect to the entire procedure or program. However, PFG(d) is a subgraph
of U (d); it has the same set of entries and exits and contains
a subset of its statements. The PFG is computed by rst
including into the slice the source nodes of the exit edges
and then taking the closure over control and ow data dependences of the statements already in the slice, in the backward direction.
The goal of embedding d in PFG(d) is to suppress deadness in d. We form a single-entry, single-exit region EMB(d)
that will substitute d in the control ow graph. The embedding graph EMB(d) is created by adding to PFG(d) the
assignment node d and a new node e which will serves as the
single exit node. The main entry of PFG(d) serves as the
entry of EMB(d). The exit node e connects all dead frontier exits and and embeds d in the live frontier exit edges as
shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3(b). In the program resulting
after d is replaced by EMB(d), de nition d is executed only
if the control leaves the use region through a live frontier;

A path p from the sink node of an entry edge to the source
node of an exit edge is called a region path if it does not
contain any exit edge. The use region U (d) contains exactly
those nodes that lie on some region path of U (d). 2
It should be noted that each frontier exit edge emanates
from a node with multiple exits, that is, a conditional branch
node or a case statement.
Our PDE algorithm is based upon embedding the partially dead assignment in a ow graph, called a predicate
3
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Figure 3: An example of the use region and the predicate ow graph.
otherwise it is not executed. Thus, partial deadness of d is
entirely eliminated.
In the presented algorithm, the embedding and substitution of d modi es the use region. All assignment nodes that
are included in PFG(d) are removed (hoisted) from their
original positions in U (d). The conditional branches forming
the skeleton of the hoisted control ow structure, denoted by
PFG in Figure 2, remain and are removed by a subsequent
branch elimination step. To preserve program semantics,
all side entry edges of the region must be replaced by compensation code, denoted by PFG in Figure 2, which is also
computed with a slicing transformation as follows. First, the
subgraph of the use region that is reachable from the side
entry is identi ed. The intersection of this subgraph with
PFG(d) yields the desired compensation code. The compensation ow graph COMPs(d) for side entry s is constructed
in a manner similar to EMB(d) by using the side entry of
PFG(d) that correspond to s and connecting all exits into
a single exit node. In Figure 2, a pictorial representation of
the compensation code transformation is given. The dashed
line delimits the reachable part of the use region. Finally,
the branch deletion step eliminates the correlated branches
in PFG .
Next, we illustrate the algorithm by performing PDE
on the acyclic program in Figure 3(a). First, we eliminate
partial deadness present in the assignment d: x:=.... The
use region of d has two entries and three exits. Figure 3(b)
shows PFG(d) and how the embedding graph EMB(d) is
constructed. To achieve PDE, the live frontier exits execute
d and the dead frontier bypass d. To construct the embedding graph for d, the main entry is used as the entry to
the embedding graph. The entire ow graph delimited by
the dashed line is what replaces node d in the original program. Figure 3(c) shows the ow graph of the compensation
code that is inserted to use region entry 1. Note that the

graph in Figure 3(c) contains a spurious conditional branch
P2 which our algorithm removes during the construction of
the compensation graph. The resulting program where d
is fully live is shown in Figure 4(a); the assignments that
belong to the PFG are hoisted from the use region but the
conditional branch elimination has not been performed yet.
We can repeat the same process to eliminate partial deadness in the assignment a:=b+1. Its use region is shown in
Figure 4(b) and the program after the embedding graph for
this assignment is inserted is in Figure 4(c). Finally, the
program after conditional branches are removed is shown in
Figure 4(d). The cost of branch deletion is code duplication.
In Section 4 we present a method for reducing the impact
of code duplication.

00

0

2.2 Correctness, Safety, Termination
In this section we demonstrate the correctness and e ectiveness of our PDE technique. We rst show that the transformations performed by the PDE algorithm preserves program
semantics (Theorem 3) and is always feasible (Theorem 4).
Next we show that our approach is safe in that it does not
increase the number of operations along any program path
(Theorem 7). Finally, we show that repeated application
of our algorithm to individual statements removes all partial deadness from the acyclic code segments and that the
algorithm always terminates (Theorem 8).
It can be shown that each path from an assignment to
the end of the program contains a live or dead frontier edge.
The following theorem proves that the frontiers can navigate
the predication of a partially dead assignment.

00

Theorem 3 (Correctness/Revival). Let p be a path from
start to end and d an assignment node from p. Executing an
assignment d when it is followed on path p by a live frontier
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Figure 4: PDE of the program in Figure 3(a).
and suppressing d when it is followed on p by a dead frontier
results in: a) a semantically equivalent
program with b) the
assignment d being de nitely live.1

slice of the frontier edges, which means it is used in U (d), a
contradiction with De nition 1. 2
The insertion of the PFG into use region entries introduces additional statements along some paths. Next, we
show that when the hoisted statements are removed from
their original positions and the conditional branches are removed after PDE is performed, then our algorithm does
not increase the operation count along any path. Lemma 5
shows that the assignments and conditional branches that
are hoisted within the PFG can be removed from the use region. Lemma 6 relates to a use region with multiple entries
that are not mutually exclusive, such as those in Figure 3(a).
The claim of the lemma is that a statement that has been
hoisted to more than one entry will execute in at most one
entry, for any program input.

Proof. (by contradiction) [a] Assume there is a path p along
which not executing d alters the program behavior because
the missing value of d is needed (that is, used). By De nition 1, d cannot be followed on p by a dead frontier. Hence,
d must be followed on p by a live frontier which means that
d must have been executed.
[b] Assume there is a path p along which executing d produces a value that is not subsequently used. By De nition 1,
d cannot be followed on p by a live frontier. Hence d must
be followed by a dead frontier which means that d must not
have been executed. 2

Theorem 4 (Hoistability). Given an assignment d, the
predicate ow graph PFG(d) can be fully evaluated a) in
all entries of U (d) and b) prior to d.

Lemma 5. Each statement s from PFG(d) can be removed
from U (d) after hoisting.

Proof. [a] The hoisting of PFG(d) to any entry is permissible because all ow data dependences on the moved assignments are satis ed by hoisting the entire slice. No outputor anti-dependences exits in the SSA form to prevent the
code motion. Since PFG(d) is acyclic, static single assignment guarantees that the values computed by the hoisted
assignments are available at their respective uses.
[b] (by contradiction) Assume that the evaluation of PFG(d)
prior to d is prevented by a ow data dependence between d
and any statement in PFG(d). Then, d must belong to the

Proof. Let s denote the assignment in U (d) and s the copy
of s hoisted within PFG(d). Consider a program execution
path p from start to s. Since s is within the use region, p
must include at least one use region entry. Let e be the last
entry of U (d) on p. Because the algorithm inserts PFG(d)
into e using the PFG entry that corresponds to e, when path
p is taken by the program, s must be executed. If s is an
assignment, then due to SSA form, the value of the hoisted
assignment is available at the point of the original assignment which is, therefore, redundant and can be removed. If
s is a conditional branch, then due to SSA form, the copy
and the original branches are correlated along all paths and
0

0

1 Except that the exceptions that may be raised by d are removed
from some paths.
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the original branch can be removed using branch elimination
algorithm [1, 15]. 2

graph. To eliminate deadness of each assignment in the program, each assignment d (and each of its copies) needs to be
optimized at most once. It is because after the optimization
of d, the execution condition of d that guarantees de nite
liveness is unchanged by our algorithm, and so is the execution condition of all consumers of the value generated
by d. The following theorem shows that such repeated applications of PDE terminates. The proof seeks to establish
that, given an acyclic program, it is not possible to perform
in nitely many applications of PDE such that each creates
a new copy of some partially dead assignment. If this was
possible, PDE would not terminate because some partially
dead assignments would always exist.

Lemma 6. After PDE of an assignment d has been per-

formed, each statement s executes no more frequently than
in the original program, for any program input.
Proof. If s does not belong to the PFG of d then its control condition is unchanged by the slicing transformation.
If s is the assignment d, then its control condition is more
strict than in the original program. If s has been hoisted
within a slice, it executes under the same control condition
as in the original program. Since Lemma 5 shows that each
hoisted statement can be removed from its original position,
it remains to be shown that if any two use region entries e1
and e2 are on the same path and the PFGs inserted in the
two entries contain a copy of the same original assignment
s, then the two copies of s cannot both execute. If there is a
path p that contains both region entries e1 and e2 , then some
frontier exit edge f must lie on p between e1 and e2 . Let
the frontier f be an out-edge of a conditional branch node
with predicate P . Assume that f is the true-exit. Then,
the copy of s in PFG at e1 executes only when P is false
and the copy of s in PFG at e2 executes only when P is
true. Thus, for any two copies of a statement hoisted to a
program path, there is always a predicate that makes their
execution mutually exclusive. (e.g., the two copies of assignment P2:=a<0 in Figure 4(a) are made mutually exclusive
by predicate P1.) 2

Theorem 8 (Termination). Let D be a directed acyclic
graph whose edges are the ow data dependences between
the statements in the program. If our PDE algorithm is
applied on a statement d only when no descendant of d in
D is partially dead, then the PDE process terminates.
Proof. Theorem 7 implies that the operation count on any
path does not increase after PDE of an assignment. Therefore, the number of conditional branch nodes on any path
through the optimized acyclic program is bounded during
the entire execution of the PDE algorithm by the height of
the original program. It follows that the number of unique
paths in such a program, after any program restructuring,
is bounded by a constant. Let us assume that the PDE algorithm creates in nitely many new assignments. Given the
nite number of paths, the operation count along some path
would have to increase beyond its original value, contradicting the Safety Theorem 7. 2

Finally, we want to show that our optimization guarantees safety, which means that the operation count along any
program path is not increased as a result of the optimization. To prove safety, we need to show that it is possible to
remove all -assignments without introducing assignments
to any temporary variables. First, the algorithm attempts
to rename the source variable of each -assignment to the
destination variable of the assignment, if such renaming is
possible. Remaining -assignments are removed by an2 algorithm derived from the optimization framework in [17]. The
algorithm is based on path duplication and works as follows.
Consider a -assignment a and a set of nodes that use the
variable assigned in a. The algorithm creates a separate path
for each source variable of the -assignment. Since only one
variable reaches the use along each such path, renaming can
be performed and the -assignment eliminated. Elimination
of -assignments is illustrated in Figure 5. Note that the
multiple de nitions of x3 exist because some -assignments
have already been eliminated in the program.
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Theorem 7 (Safety). Our PDE algorithm does not increase
operation count for any program input.

(b) After path duplication.
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Proof. Follows from Lemma 5, Lemma 6, and the fact that
all SSA-assignments are removed. 2

All concepts presented above relate to the optimization
of a single assignment. Embedding a partially dead assignment may cause partial deadness in statements that compute values used by the assignment. Therefore, our algorithm repeats PDE for all partially dead statements in a reverse topological sort order traversal of the data dependence

(c) After elimination.

Figure 5: Elimination of -assignments.

2 While the PDE algorithm in [17] produces nondeterministic programs, the -assignment elimination algorithm does not.
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2.3 Implementation and Complexity

may point to the same target) and are removed. Finally,
the redundant conditional branches are eliminated and the
SSA form that might have been invalidated during the restructuring is updated. After all desired deadness has been
eliminated, the -assignments are removed.
The procedure compute PFG(d) computes PFG for the
use region using a backward traversal originating from the
frontier edges and terminating at d and other entries. The
PFG is gradually built as the traversal progresses, data slice
being handled by flow(n) and the control slice by split(n).
Procedure flow(n) adds an assignment node n to the root of
the propagated PFG if n computes a value used in the PFG.
Since n is being hoisted, it can be removed (see Lemma 5).
Procedure split(n) checks PFGs propagated along both exits

So far we have provided a conceptual presentation of our approach. A detailed implementation of the acyclic algorithm
is presented in Figures 6 and 7. For simplicity, we assume
that a node in the control ow graph cannot be both a conditional node and a merge node. Procedure PDE considers
one partially dead assignment at a time and can eliminate
partial deadness either completely or only for the desired
partially dead assignments (e.g., those on the frequently executed paths). In either case, since application of PDE to
a statement may uncover deadness of another assignment,
assignments are selected for optimization in a reverse topological sort order of the data dependence graph so that PDE
of each statement is performed at most once.
First, procedure PDE determines the use region by solving four data ow problems and identifying the entries and
frontiers (Figure 6). Note that the four problems are not
bit-vector (or separable ) data ow problems because a assignment xi := (xj ; xk ), which is not treated in our PDE
as a de nition or a use, transfers data ow facts from the
variable xi to variables xj and xk , and vice versa. Second,
compute PFG(d) constructs for each entry of the use region
the embedding graph in a way that it contains only those
nodes from PFG(d) that are reachable from the entry (see
Figure 3(c) for an example of unreachable nodes). Thus, no
additional elimination of unreachable nodes in the embedding graphs is necessary. Next, the assignment d is embedded in its PFG, and the PFGs representing compensation
code are introduced into all other entries. Since no node
is embedded into the latter PFGs, the conditional branches
at the exits of the PFGs may be spurious (i.e, both exits

procedure PDE(Program P )
while partially dead assignments exist do
pick d such that no def-use
descendant of d is partially dead
identify the use region of d (Figure 6)
compute PFG(d)
embed d within PFGd [(d;succ(d))]
for each e 2 Entry[d] do
remove spurious conditionals in PFGd [e]
insert PFGd [e] into e
end for
eliminate redundant conditional branches
update SSA form
end while
eliminate -assignments

procedure compute PFG(assignment node d)

initialize PFG with life and dead markers:
for each e 2 LF [d] do PFGd [e] := fLF g
for each e 2 DF [d] do PFGd [e] := fDF g
for each n from the use region in reverse
topological sort order do
if n is a conditional node then split(n)
else flow(n)
end for
procedure flow(node n)
let n be an assignment a := b + c
let G denote PFGd [(n; succ(n))]
if any use of a is upward exposed in G
add node n to the root of PFG:
PFGd [(pred(n); n)] := n ! G
remove n
end if
procedure split(conditional branch node n)
let et and ef be the out-edges of n
if PFGd [et] 6= PFGd [ef ] then
PFGd [(pred(n); n)] :=
F
PFGd [et ] T n !
PFGd [ef ]
else
PFGd [(pred(n); n)] := PFGd [et ]
end if

Entry[d]: the set of entries in use region of d
LF [d]: the set of life frontiers of d
DF [d]: the set of dead frontiers of d

Solve data ow problems:
ANU d: d is Available without intercepting use
GEN = fdg, KILL = uses, meet op = _,
direction = forward, init value = ?
FLd : d is De nitely live
GEN = uses, KILL = de nitions, meet op = ^,
direction = backward, init value = ?
FDd: d is De nitely dead
GEN = de nitions, KILL = uses, meet op = ^,
direction = backward, init value = >
ANF d: d is Available without intercept. frontier
GEN = fdg, KILL = frontiers of d,
meet op = _, direction = forward, init value = ?
Identify the sets:

d [u] = > ^ FLd [v] = >^
LF [d] = f(u; v)jANUOUT
IN
d
9(u; w) : FLIN [w] = ?g
d [u] = > ^ FDd [v] = >^
DF [d] = f(u; v)jANUOUT
IN
d
9(u; w) : FDIN [w] = ?g
d [u] = ? ^ ANF d [v] = >g
Entry[d] = f(u; v)jANFOUT
IN

Figure 6: Computing the use region of an assignment d.

Figure 7: Implementation of acyclic PDE algorithm.
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of the conditional branch n and, if they are not identical, it
adds the branch to the PFG because it is part of the control
slice. When the traversal reaches an entry of the use region,
the computed graph represents the part of PFG(d) that is
reachable from the entry.
Let us consider the complexity of our algorithm. On
an acyclic program with N nodes and V SSA variables, the
use region is determined by data ow analysis in O(NV )
steps and procedure compute PFG also takes O(NV ) steps.
Elimination of branches and SSA assignments takes O(NV )
steps for acyclic programs. The time to eliminate deadness
of a single assignment is thus O(NV ). Due to hoisting of
assignments in the PFG and the subsequent restructuring,
the size of the program may grow after PDE of a single
variable. Therefore, on arbitrary input programs, complete
PDE may take exponential time.

that guarantees safety in cyclic code and we show that the
algorithm subsumes the sinking-based PDE algorithm [13].
Our cyclic-code PDE algorithm is based on the observation that PFG(d) represents only the minimal set of use region statements that must be hoisted to predicate d. When
the embedding ow graph is de ned to contain all statements in the use region, PDE algorithm hoists to the region
entries all statements, including the skeleton of all conditional branches. This makes elimination of statements from
the use region unnecessary, resulting in a safe program transformation. Naturally, an embedding graph that is a superset
of PFG(d) may contain assignments that prevent its hoisting
prior to d, because an embedding graph larger than the slice
of the frontier exit edges may include statements that are
on the def-use chain of d. According to De nition 1, these
statements are restricted to -assignments. The following
arguments prove that these -assignments do not prevent
PDE.
The -assignments that reference the variable assigned
by d and prevent hoisting of the entire U (d) exist in the use
region because de nitions of the corresponding original variable (which was renamed to a unique SSA variable) reach
U (d) through the side exits. Obviously, a single-entry use
region does not contain any such -assignments. If we could
transform a multi-entry use region into a set of single-entry
regions, we could hoist into the entries any superset of the
predicate ow graph. Interestingly, the PDE algorithm described in Section 2 performs such transformation. To see
that, we have to realize that in each use region entry, only
one of the multiple entries of the embedding graph hoisted
to that entry is connected. The other entries are unreachable, e ectively transforming the embedding graph into a
single-entry region in which no -assignemnts for d are necessary.
The predicate ow graph is thus the minimal subset of
statements from the use region that are required for predication of d. The complete use region itself can form the embedding graph and be hoisted into all its entry edges. Since
the use region is empty after such hoisting, the exits of the
embedding graph can be connected directly to the exits of
the empty use region. This version of the PDE algorithm
is illustrated in Figure 8. A copy of the use region U (d) is
created and used to embed d. The original use region U (d)
serves as a compensation code for the side entries. It should
be noted that a single copy of the use region can now serve
as compensation code for all side entries.
The PDE algorithm depicted in Figure 8 can be phrased
as a sinking transformation. Given a single-entry use region,
the assignment d can be sunk to the live frontier edges. Such
sinking is not possible with multi-entry use regions because
of the -assignments in the region. However, when a copy
of the use region is created and only the main entry is connected, a single-entry region is formed through which d can
be sunk to live frontiers. Actually, the PDE algorithm in
[13] eliminates deadness of an assignment by sinking to live
frontier edges (or further to the uses). Since this algorithm
does not restructure the ow graph, PDE is permissible only
on single-entry use regions. Our algorithm thus exploits all
opportunities for PDE that the sinking algorithm in [13]
does.
The cyclic code version of our PDE algorithm is simpler
than the algorithm from Section 2 because it eliminates the
need to compute the slice (PFG) and perform the subse-

3 PDE in Cyclic Code
In the presence of loops, removal of partially dead code
presents more challenges. Given a partially dead assignment d in a cyclic control ow graph G, our approach is
able to eliminate d from all dead paths that exist in G prior
to application of PDE. However, PDE results in a modi ed
ow graph G in which new paths may be created. Along
these paths, d may be dead after PDE is performed. The
assignment d thus becomes de nitely live with respect to G,
but may be partially dead with respect to G . The diculties with PDE in cyclic code can be traced down to two
orthogonal problems: a) the cyclic nature of the predicate
ow graph and b) a cycle in the graph of data dependences
of the partially dead statement. These two problems are
treated in the following subsections. In the last subsection
we describe our contribution to partial faint code elimination.
0

0

3.1 Cycle in Predicate Flow Graph
Using the algorithm from Section 2, partial deadness of an
assignment can be successfully eliminated along all paths in
a cyclic ow graph because the embedding predicate ow
graph can be hoisted prior to d as it is done for acyclic programs. Hoisting of the PFG is possible because, even in
the cyclic domain, no data dependences in the use region
exist that would prevent hoisting the slice of the use region
to the use region entries. Therefore, Theorem 4 holds in
the case when the program or the use region contain loops.
However, not all assignments hoisted in the PFG can be removed from the use region, resulting in increased operation
counts on some paths. When a PFG containing a loop is inserted at a use region entry, the assignments on such a loop
produce multiple dynamic values that may all be required
by statements that remain in the use region. For example,
each hoisted loop leaves in the use region the skeleton of
conditional branches (denoted PFG in Figure 2(b)), which
is itself a loop whose statements that compute the loop exit
condition have been hoisted in the PFG. To eliminate the
skeleton loop, the exit conditions from each iteration of the
hoisted loop must be made available, which is only possible through full (that is, in nite) unrolling of the hoisted
loop. Consequently, the safety of Theorem 7 does not hold
in cyclic code. Next, we present a modi ed PDE algorithm

0

00
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procedure

use region entry

procedure
d

partially dead statement
unused use region entry

d
live frontier exit
dead frontier exit

PFG(d) = U(d)

PDE

U(d)

U(d)’

d
d

Figure 8: PDE in cyclic code.
quent conditional branch elimination. On the other hand,
this algorithm is likely to result in larger code growth. Its
simplicity, however, enables us to formulate PDE without
the SSA form. Viewing this algorithm as a sinking transformation, the partially dead assignment d is the only statement moved during PDE. It hence suces to ensure its freedom of motion. Given an assignment d: x := a + b, two
new temporary variables ta and tb are introduced and d is
rewritten to ta := a; tb := b; d : x := ta + tb. Since there is a
single assignment to each temporary created by PDE, d can
be sunk without being restricted by any anti-dependences on
its operands. In other words, the temporaries provide d with
the values of its operands that were current at d's original
location. The temporaries can be viewed as SSA variables
created on demand when d needs to be moved. They are
treated by PDE the same way as the -assignments; their
assignments are not the target of PDE and, after PDE is
complete, they are removed.

rithm shown in Figure 8: the use region is duplicated with
one entry in each copy of the region being connected to the
outside program. The live frontier exit of the use region connected at the main entry (on the right in the gure) embeds
the partially dead assignment. By tracing the restructured
ow graph, it is clear that d was eliminated from the dead
path. An alternative explanation is that the assignment d
was delayed by one iteration, so that it is executed only if
the following iteration is executed. However, repeated application of PDE merely peels o another iteration and leaves
d dead along a newly formed path. The PDE process does
not terminate because there is always some last iteration in
which d is dead. In conclusion, only one dynamic instance of
d is eliminated with one application of PDE. While sinking
approaches terminate naturally when no new opportunities
for optimization exist, our algorithm may never terminate
because the restructuring may always create new opportunities for PDE. We solve the non-termination problem by
marking optimized assignments and optimizing each assignment at most once.

3.2 Cycle in Data Dependence Graph

3.3 Partial Faint Code Elimination

When the partially dead assignment d lies on a cycle of data
dependences, PDE removes d from all dead paths that exist
in the control ow graph prior to PDE. However, new paths
may be created during code restructuring invoked by PDE.
The assignment d (or some of its duplicates) may be dead
along the new paths. Repeated application of PDE produces an identical scenario, resulting in a non-terminating
PDE process. Consider the example in Figure 9. The only
dead path for d is the one that leads directly out of the loop.
This corresponds to d being dead only in the last iteration
of the loop. PDE is performed using the cyclic code algo-

The non-termination problem can be alleviated by breaking
the cycle along which PDE is repeatedly performed. While
the data dependence graph cannot be made acyclic, the live
condition of the partially dead assignment can be derived
transitively from program statements that are always live
(called relevant in [13]), rather than directly from assignments that may remain partially dead after each application
of PDE. The transitive approach identi es for each assignment a set of faint paths [11, 13], which a superset of the
dead paths. Dead paths are identi ed by the direct approach, and have been used in this paper so far. Under the
faint notion, a de nition d is live along a path p from d to
end if a chain of ow data dependences leads along p to a relevant statement (e.g., an output statement or conditional).
If d is not not live along p, then it is faint along p.
Using faint paths, the slicing approach to PDE allows
meaningful de nitions of live and dead frontier edges and
also permits the computation of their slice for embedding an
assignment d. However, the use region as speci ed in De nition 1 does not exist because d may appear on a (cyclic) faint
path multiple times. The de nition thus breaks because d
cannot be both at the region entry and inside the region.
The consequence for partial faint code elimination (PFE)

U(d)

d: x := x + 1

PDE
x := x + 1

A

A

Figure 9: Non-terminating PDE in cyclic code.
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T

live frontier edge
dead frontier edge

F

P2 := b < 0
P1 := i < n

P1 := i < n

P1

P2 := b < 0

P1

d: x := x * i

P2

i := i + 1

x := x * i

P1 := i < n

P1 := i < n

P1 := i < n

P1

P1

P1
P2

P2 := b < 0

i := i + 1

P2

P2

x := y - x

d:

x := y - x

x := y - z

(a) Unoptimized code.

i := i + 1
x := y - z

(b)

i := i + 1
P2

x := y - x

out(x)

out(x)

x := x * i

x := y - z

out(x)

dembedded in the slice of frontier edges.

(c) After conditional branch elimination.

Figure 10: Partial faint code elimination.
using our approach is that d can be legally embedded in the
slice of the frontier edges, removing it from all faint paths,
but the safety cannot be guaranteed because not all hoisted
statements can be eliminated. Consider the example in Figure 10(a). The assignment d: x:=x*i inside the loop is faint
when P2 is false. Note that assignment d cannot be moved
out of the loop and therefore sinking cannot be employed to
achieve PFE. As shown in Figure 10(b), we can eliminate
faintness by embedding d in the slice of the frontier edges.
The hoisted conditional branch P2 is eliminated by restructuring the ow graph as shown in Figure 10(c). Complete
and safe optimization was achieved. However, the assignment to P2 that was hoisted with the predicate ow graph
into the loop had to be moved before the loop using loopinvariant code motion. We are not aware of an optimization
algorithm that can remove the faintness in Figure 10.
Ste en conjectures in [17] that by code restructuring and
branch reordering, all dead code can be eliminated. We have
proved in this paper his hypothesis for the case of acyclic
code. However, we do not believe that a complete and safe
removal of dead or faint code is possible for arbitrary cyclic
graphs, using a realistic model of computation. Consider
the following program.

of the variable a read in the rst loop must be created. In
either case, a safe optimization does not seem possible.

4 Using PDE in Acyclic VLIW Scheduling
Compilers for VLIW architectures use instruction schedulers
that exploit instruction level parallelism for generating fast
schedules of frequently executed portions of a program [3,
9, 16]. While not seen as the goal of these schedulers, a
limited form of PDE is achieved as a by-product of the code
motion applied during scheduling. On the other hand, the
PDE optimization [13, 8, 2] is expected to be performed by
an optimization phase that precedes instruction scheduling.
However, separating optimization and scheduling may result
in undesirable consequences. For
example, the placement of
statements along critical edges3 during PDE may introduce
additional branches in the program and hence degrade the
quality of schedules generated. Thus instruction scheduling
may in fact be a more suitable phase for performing PDE. In
this section we present a PDE-based scheduling algorithm
that not only takes advantage of the complete elimination
of partially dead code to minimize the schedule length but
also reduces the impact of code duplication incurred during
PDE.
With more parallelism available in VLIW processors, recent research in code scheduling considers scheduling regions
that are larger than the trace [9] or the superblock [7]. To
allow inclusion of multiple frequently taken program paths
in the scheduling region, the hyperblock scheduling region [6]
contains both conditional branches and control ow merge
points. The conditional branches are handled by sequentializing the region using hardware predicated execution [5, 12]
or by reverse if-conversion [18]. Consider the hyperblock R1
in Figure 11(a). Let us assume that exit E 3 is the most
frequently taken exit while exits E 1 and E 2 are taken infrequently. In this situation, paths from Entry to E 3 are

do f
a = read();
p = p + a;
x = x * a;
g while (a != c1);
if (p != c2)
out(x);

In this program, x is faint when the value of p after the loop
terminates equals c2. The predication of the assignment
to x within the loop must thus be based on the nal value
of p, which can only be obtained by executing in sequence
two slices of the loop. The rst loop computes p and the
following loop computes the nal value of x. Either the
second loop must reissue the input statements (destroying
program semantics) or an in nite storage area for the values

3 A critical edge leads from a node with multiple successors to a
node with multiple predecessors.
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cycle 0

C if P3

c1=not(P1).not(P2)

c2a=not(P1).P2.not(P3).not(P4)

c2b=P1.not(P3).not(P4)

cycle 1

D if True

br X1 if c1

br X2a if c2a

br X2b if c2b

Figure 12: The VLIW schedule of hyperblock R1 after PDE optimization.
the hyperblock to the compensation code and the region has
been restructured. Any critical path now contains only operations that are live on exit E 3. Note that existing PDE
algorithms [13] are based on code sinking and thus cannot
eliminate B from the hyperblock. The CPR scheduler cannot remove A or B from the hyperblock because they are
live on P 4, and E 3 cannot be lifted across P 4.
The hyperblock following the removal of partially dead
operations shown in Figure 11(b) can be scheduled with a
slight modi cation of the CPR scheduler. Note that all the
conditional branches will disappear because the resulting
schedule uses predicated execution, as shown in Figure 12.
The side exits are handled as described in [16]; they are
scheduled as early as possible based on their priorities. Note
that operations C and D are executed speculatively as suggested in [14] because they are issued before the side exit
branches. Because of speculation, the execution conditions
for C and D are very simple predicates that need not be
computed by a long sequence of compare operations. Naturally, the partially dead operations pushed o -trace during
PDE can be scheduled in R1 to ll any empty slots, giving
priority to operations from higher priority exits.
The above scheduling algorithm reduces the impact of
PDE-incurred code duplication in the following way. First,
there is less concern for code duplication in compensation
code (such as in our example) because overall performance
will not be signi cantly impaired by a longer schedule of
infrequently executed compensation code. With respect to
instruction cache locality, the compiler can use a code layout
in which the compensation code is not included in the window of locality and hence the window size for the critical
paths is unchanged after PDE. Second, if the code duplication occurs in the hyperblock, we reduce the amount of
code with predicated execution by keeping only a single copy
of each duplicated basic block and computing its execution
conditions as a union of the conditions for all its copies.

considered critical paths and a VLIW scheduler attempts to
generate short schedules for these paths.
The scheduler in [16] improves upon hyperblock scheduling [6] by adding techniques for critical path reduction (CPR)
that enable reordering of region exit branches. For the hyperblock in Figure 11(a), the CPR scheduler attempts to
place the critical exit E 3 (which is treated as an exit branch)
in the schedule as early as possible so that the critical paths
can exit the schedule early and continue to the successor
region. The CPR scheduler performs an alternative version of PDE which is achieved by reordering the region exit
branches and lifting them across partially dead operations.
A branch can move upwards across an operation only when
the operation is dead on the exit from that branch. Finding a short schedule for the critical path is thus achieved
through PDE optimization.
The CPR scheduler [16] fails to move an exit branch
a above another exit branch b if b does not dominate a.
In Figure 11(a), P 4 cannot be scheduled before P 2 and,
more importantly, the branch corresponding to E 3 cannot
be scheduled before P 4 or P 2. This may result in a longer
schedule because operations dead on the critical path are
scheduled before the high priority exit branch. We propose
a scheduling scheme based on our PDE algorithm that removes this restriction. We apply PDE before scheduling
in order to restructure the scheduling region such that the
resulting schedules of the critical paths will only contain
live operations. When only live operations precede the high
priority exit, the scheduler can achieve minimal schedule
length.
Consider again Figure 11(a) and assume that operations
A and B are dead on exit E 3. Applying PDE to the scheduling region R1 results in the program shown in Figure 11(b).
After PDE, partially dead statements have been pushed o
Entry

R1
true

Entry

R1

5 Conclusion

false
A

P1

B

We have presented a powerful PDE algorithm based on program slicing transformations. We have proven that no partially dead statements exist and the operation count along
any program path is not increased when our PDE algorithm
is applied to acyclic code. This is a result that existing
PDE algorithms cannot achieve. In cyclic code, we eliminate deadness to the extent that the operation count along
any path is not increased.
Since PDE applied in early stages of compilation may,
in fact, decrease code quality, we have proposed a method
for combining PDE with scheduling. Based on the observation that most schedulers minimize schedule length through
some form of partial dead code removal, our PDE-based
scheduling improves upon existing hyperblock scheduling
approaches. Our algorithm moves all partially dead state-

X1
P3

P3

P2

A
E1

P3

E1

P4
X2a
C

C

compensation code

P2

P1

P4

P4
D

E3

A
E2

D

B
X2b

E3

A
E2

(a) The hyperblock R1.
A and B are dead on E3.

(b) The hyperblock R1 after PDE.
PDE restructured flow graph of R1.

Figure 11: Reducing length of the critical path with PDE.
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ments o critical paths in cases where other PDE algorithms
fail. Thus we successfully handle arbitrarily shaped regions
the scheduling of which is becoming more important as parallelism available in processors increases.
We have illustrated the slicing transformation in the
context of PDE optimization. We believe that the slicing
approach can also be used for other optimizations that require program restructuring and movement of conditional
branches. Our current research investigates criteria for determining the nature and shape of the use regions for other
slicing-based optimizations.
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